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SECRET 

Meeting with Sinn ffin 

15 November 1996 

Present were: 

Offirjal Side: Mr. Paddy Teahon, Mr. Tim Dalton, Mt. Sean 0 

hUiginn 

Sinn Fein: Mr. Martin McGuinness, Mr. Aidan McAteer, Ms. Ph 

O'Hare. 

1. At the outset Mr, Teahon summarised the existing position as we , ,;1 · · 

Sinn Fein were not negotiating with the Irish Government. We Wf:r

rather seeking to facilitate an agreement between them and the Bri'frc.·

Government. The key to that seemed t.o be Prime Minister Major':;

position. We felt he wanted to do business. We were bothered by.

currents in the British administration, in particular some position::

adopted by Sir Patrick Mayhew. Given the danger of the process

unravelling, speed was of the essence. We needed to reinforce the.

positive currents within the British system.

2. Mr. Teahon recalled the points which Sinn Fein had brought up at t1 � -

last meeting in relation to the British draft. We felt there were po11 .. ,b

we could go back on to the British with some hope of success (prop
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timescale, cultural reference to the Irish language, a reference to �� ,. 

rules 8 and 9 as a test, rather than the existing language of the drafC-

3. On decommissioning Mr. Teahqn said the British Government am:7 :, · 1 

Fein were manifestly at different ends of the spectrum. We had

persuaded the British Government, with great difficulty� w move c! , -·

to the middle in their text ("to consider etc."). Mr. Teahon stressc ..

British concern around the intentions behind a renewed ceasefire. '· ·�.

needed comfort on that. It was also an area of the utmost concern ,,_

Irish Government. Any suggestion or doubt that a ceasefire was sh,

term would put us in totally unacceptable territory.

4. Mr, McGuinness recalled consist.ent assertions by the Irish Govenrn i . .

and John Hume that Mr. Major did want to move forward and wa::

genuine in his approach. Sinn Fein wanted to believe that and to be ,

of the process. However, the experience of the British Governme1�.

over the last two years was directly contrary to that. He accepted

realistically that there would be different currents within a large

administration, but having observed the British Government. over thr

last two years, Sinn Fein supporters were now much less convincec

British good will than they were in 1994. This was particularly so ;J

relation to decommissioning.

5. Mr, McGuin;ness said they were deeply appreciative of the work oft� ,

Irish Government and accepted they were not negotiating with that

Government. Their concern was that the British seemed to be ensm;

further land mines down the road. They felt all ambiguities in a tex,
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could be exploited by a British Govermnent with malign intent. Tb-:· . 

�October 10th position" had been reached with great difficulty. Tt.k 

was serious doubt if they brought about a restoration of the Augwr, 

position, that that would be enough to bring the British Governmeut 

forward. He referred to a radio programme where Adrian Guelke ( · 

South African lecturer in QUB) had said the British were essentiaH:: 

. trying to settle the security dimension and neglecting the political. 'T• 

were once again putting the cart before the horse. 

6. Mr. 0 hlJia;ino said we were working very hard to persuade the Br(1,

to move at their end. In the course of one such contact with Sir Patr ·

Mayhew, we had thrown out the possibility of a meeting between the

British (at official level) and Sinn Fein. Somewhat to our surprise tli•·.

seemed highly interested in our idea, and indicated it would be

favourably considered provided the request came from Sinn Fein, cw,

least that the British themselves did not initiate it. He mentioned ah,:

that latest speculation in Washington was downplaying Se!lator

Mitchell ,s chances for appointment as Secretary of State.

7. 

8. 

Mr. Teahon and Mr. Dalt,on stressed the need for urgent action, anti 

suggested that the particular concern on the British side centt·ed armn;-- · 

the intention behind any renewed ceasefire. 

Mr. 0 hIIiginn stressed the need to understand Mr. Majoes positior,. 

He was effectively already in an election campajgn where Tory 

prospectS were improving. however slightly. His party managers we,,. 

regard the Irish issue as potentialJy dangerous in all forms. ff he m::;.;� 
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further act of faith in the intentions of the Republican movement, 2,, ·. 

there were further attackst his credibility would be severely damagt· 

If he refused to engage with Sinn Fein, further attacks would simpi y 

convince the public that his negative stance was right all along. It ::,., 1 

ironically the peace process option which left him most exposed in 

electoral tenns, and for that reason his concern to have comfort or1 . , ., 

intentiQD behind the ceasefire was eminently understandable. 

9. Mr. McGuinness said that if people saw that the British Govemmenr

was capable of taking action independently of the unionists, that WY,·

be a "feel good" factor which would consolidate matters. The Briti,·!.

Government needed to be the driving force. He felt Major would gi

considerably from a new peace.

10. Mr, Teahan brought the discussion back to decommissioning
1 

and frr

intention behind the ceasefire, as the points where reciprocal movem,

could be needed.

11. Mr. McGuinness recalled that his statement that "the ceasefire wou: f

hold in-all circumstances" was now used everywhere. 'the British

Government had shown no such interest in it when the ceasefire was

actually holding. He recalled the various British attacks on himself .:

Gerry Adams, when they might reasonably have been trying to sup:1

what Sinn Fein were trying to achieve. Mr. Teahon stressed the

political reality, that Major would not move without some comfort : ·-i 

relation to the actual tenns of a ceasefire.
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12. There followed some discussion on the current prospects in the

negotiations. Mr, 0 hUiginn said that the Alliance Party, �cting

perhaps as a stalking horse, were advocating setting up the Verifica.:. . i. 

Commission as of now, as the way out of the impasse. That could t,,.

looked at but only if one were certain that it would achieve the obje,,. [ .

of decoupling decommissioning from politics. We would fot our p�i: ·

stick to the Mitchell Report, and be very careful not to be r.:ttcheted

back to Washington 3.

13. Mr. Mc;Guinne.ss said that it would be difficult to get a ceasefire if t.Lt:

was no background of negotiations. The Republican movement wa�-:

clear that the unionists would adopt a strategy of delay etc. The p0.s�. · · 

of the British Government was the key in that respect. People asker;

despairingly whether the British Government would ever gpcu1sor the

necessary rights, parity of esteem, etc. Mr. Q hUiginn said that the,-"

were changes in Northern Ireland society _in the direction c;f greater

equality. which would inevitably find political expression one way o�

·the.other. The depressing lesson of the talks was that some unionist:;

actually seemed to want the violence, as it prevented politk:al change

and kept everything neatly in the old boxes. A peaceful, inolnsive

process opened the door for serious change and was threaterting to tJ1 , .. '. : ..

14. Mr, Daltqn stressed the importance of seeking to get a process bedd,�,��

down before the change of Government.

15. Mr. Teahoo asked the direct question whether Sinn Fein wa.nted us t;:. .

back to the British Government with any comfort on the language of ::1 
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ceasefire st.atement. Mr. McGnjnness said that the October 10 statep•-.: 

had been the bottom line for the Republican movement, and one wh i · 

had been obmined with great difficulty. Decommissioning rcm1aine-e' 

major obstacle on the road. He repeated his appreciation of the effo:· '. 

of the Irish Government. The Tanaiste's remarks had been. '1powerf 

from our point of view and strengthened us greatly" in attempting to 

move people to politics. There was however a massive gulf of distru 

between the British and the Republican movement. He rest! Hed tha 1 

Peter Brooke was the only one with a good word to say for t11e Si 

Fein leadership in all the year and a half of the ceasefire. Mr. Teal1c __ 

said we felt our most useful function was to give Sinn Fein a clear 

analysis of where matters stood. To go back on the details of the Br: · • ' 

text without some comfort on the other could be counter�p:roductive ;1,:

force the British system to the wrong conclusions. 

16. Mr, McAteer said some clear sense was needed of what w�s adlieva�· -

on the British document. and on whether or not the British wete

removing preconditions.

17. Mr, Teahon agreed that the Irish side could do a redraft of the British

document, along the lines suggested, as our best estimate of what migi

be achievable.

18. Mr. Gtpnness endorsed Mr. Dalton's remark that a credible process\\ . •

needed before a British general election. He said a redraft of the

document on the lines suggested would be very helpful to them, He

undertook that Sinn F�in would come back with a considered respon�e
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on the apparent offer of contacts at official level with the British 

Government. (He had earlier indicated that in his view1 such contac: 

might build confidence among the Republican commllility � who recal. 

that contacts had been intensive during the campaign prior to 1994 _ J 

19. At the end of the meeting there was a brief exchange on prisons issu :

Sinn Fein stressed the growing concern at the treatment of some

Republican prisoners in Britain. They also expressed appreciation Ot

the three transfers which had recently taken place.

Sean 6 hUiginn 

15 November 1996 
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